
AAR LSHM Game Day May 27
Two Battles in Russia (aka I go whooped!)

A. Spencer

On May 27 at the Game Parlor in Waco, Steve Miller and Chuck Gibke running Westphalians and 
Polish, fought Steve Leopard and myself using my 1812 Russians using Napoleon at War (V1) rules. 
This was to be my first outing for them, so this was going to be a learning experience.

First Battle – The Vital Bridge
I decided to try using the scenario “The Vital Bridge” from the Napoleon at War book. The scenario has
3 objectives placed near a bridge. Control all 3 at the end of your turn – you win. Or demoralize the 
enemy army.

The map below shows the layout and objective markers. All hills were gentle, but the river 12 inches to
either side of the bridge was impassable. The enclosed field on the Russian left was to be a godsend for
the Jagers of the 23rd. 

The scenario restricts both sides from deploying less than 12 inches away from the bridge. It also 
reduces both forces to ½ of their OOB to be allowed to deploy on-table. The rest join the reserves and 
attempt to enter the battlefield under the Reserves rule starting turn 1.  The big difference is that the 
Westphalian reserves enter in the Russian deployment area sides.

Both sides set about the task of making their initial deployments, with the Russians setting up medium 
artillery battery looking straight over the bridge. 



[View from the Russian Right Wing]

The Westphalians and Polish battalion positioned their artillery on their right overlooking the center 
hill.



[Westphalian initial deployment]

With that – the day began to fall apart for the Russians. 

Steve Miller and Chuck quickly captured the objective on their side, while it took the Russians a couple
of turns to take both of theirs. Then the Westphalian reserves started entering – first a light cavalry 
brigade onto the Russian right, followed the next turn by a brigade of infantry with attached artillery on
the Russian left. 

Fortunately for the Russians, a dragoon brigade showed up to hold off the lancers on the right, and the 
jagers got all comfy in that enclosed field. But it was not enough. The Westphalian cav and artillery 
began their punishing blows – breaking the Russian center.  

While we called the game before it finished (as it was a clear win for the Westphlains) we both 



despaired over this scenario’s reserve entry area for the attackers. Still a masterful job done by Steve 
M. and Chuck.

[The battle in the center]

Battle 2 – Meeting Engagement

For the second battle, we decided to simply remove the river and form the 2 hills in the center into one 
hill, and remove the enclosed field. 

This is where the Russians learned the hard way in how to assault an infantry line. We were into the 
game a few turns before we remembered to take any pictures. 



[Russian center goes for the assault]

BTW – Steve Leopard did a magnificent job, in my opinion, in using the line brigade and cossacks to 
keep the left flank secure as long as he did. Fortunately for him, he had to leave before seeing my 
dismal use of my infantry.  

Many rules sets require that if you are in range to shoot, you have to. So my jagers and line battalions 
walked right up and fired before committing to the charge. Steve’s outnumbered Westphalians must 
have had old Jerome’s thoughts of glory as their line quite properly shot massive holes in my assaulting
columns. 

First big lesson with Russians assaulting – DON’T STOP TO FIRE – KEEP MOVING!  My second 
battalions coming in for assault, seeing the failure of the first few – did not pause and were successful 
in 3 of the 4 assaults. 

But Steve and Chuck were again masterful in their use of artillery and cavalry, creating and exploiting a
hole in my hole to force my army to break point.  

All in all a great time. We had quite a few folk drop by to see all the “warfare in band uniform” 
miniatures. My failures in the center to properly assault Steve’s Westphalians. 

More eye candy below:



[Russian Line regiment supporting the artillery]

[First Volley in game 1]



[Russian center game 1]

[Russian left wing – Jager brigade]



[Wesphalian Light Cav Brigade reserves arrive]

[Russian reserve dragoon regiment hurries onto the field to protect the right wing]



[Westphalian lancers (foreground)  closing on the Russian dragoons]

[Russian dragoons prepare for the charging lancers]



[Russian dragoons hold – recoiling the Westphalian lancers]

[Russian Cossacks finally make it to the field in game 1]



[Massive Westphalian infantry brigade (top) arrives on Russian right in game 1]

[Blurry view of the Russian assault columns heading for the Westphalian left wing]



[Russian left wing game 1– Jager Brigade]


